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FEATURES AND HIGHLIGHTS

FEATURES

SQL DATABASE

DESIGNED FOR
PROGRAM
MANAGERS
TREND REPORTING

DRILL DOWNS

Organizations in the Mental,
Behavioral and Public Healthcare industry typically distribute
financials to their Program
Managers on a regular basis.
In the past, users had to
“prepare” the financials and
email them to the manager (or
place them on a shared network drive for downloading).
This takes a lot of time and
there are always questions
about the details under the
numbers and requests to resend the reports.

USER-LOGGING

REPORTS BY
REPORTING UNIT

ROLL UP RU
REPORTING

Now, with Geneva’s web-based
Financial Reporting system,
Program Managers can log in to
a secure web-based environment and run their own reports.
Geneva supports various styles
of reports including trend, actual-to-budget and projected
expenditure reports.

ADVANTAGES

Mercy, in Pittsburgh PA, has been
using Geneva’s web-based financials since 2006.

By deploying the web-based
financials, you will be saving all
the time it takes to prepare and
send financial reports as well
as the time involved in printing
detail trial balances.

Program Managers will be able
to access performance reports
for each of the Reporting
Units / Programs they are responsible for. These Managers
only see their RUs.

Reports can be exported from
the Geneva screens directly
into a spreadsheet.
Reports can be run for any
single, group or all Reporting
Units.

WEB-BASED FINANCIALS
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DRILL DOWNS
Users can click on any dollar
figure and drill down to the Trial
Balance details below. If the
figure is a budget amount then
the drill down shows the period
by period budget for that line.

The State of Minnesota deployed
Geneva’s web-based financials in
2008.

MAINTAINING USER LOGINS
Web-based Login IDs and passwords are
easily maintained from within the Quantum system. Users control which Reporting Units / Programs each program manager sees.
Reports can be run for any singe, group
or combination or reporting units.

Gateway Healthcare in Rhode
Island has been using Geneva’s remote web-based
financial reporting since
2006.

